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Abstract: DISP is the Distributed Information Storage Protocol. DISP is a simple, flexible and efficient block-oriented protocol for
reading and writing data in a distributed environment.

DISP is also a framework for experiments in distributed storage protocols – it is easy to change parts of the protocol to experiment
with different server discovery, data encoding, encryption, authentication, or integrity-checking mechanisms.

FEATURES:
Practical: Easy to understand and implement, runs well on commod-

ity hardware.
Efficient: Even in the presence of Byzantine failures, the protocol re-

quires transferring only marginally more than L bytes in order
to read an object of size L. The cost of writing depends on the
choice of redundancy options but may be as low as 2L for a sys-
tem of 2f + 1 servers capable of tolerating f Byzantine failures.

Secure and Fault Tolerant: DISP reads and writes data privately
and correctly even in the face of arbitrary Byzantine failures.

Configurable: Clients decide on an object-by-object basis the proto-
col options to use to read and write each object. Clients only pay
the cost for the features they use.

Scalable: The servers do not communicate with each other at all.
(Server communication is a stumbling block to scalability.)

1. Client asks for a WriteHandle
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1. Client asks for ReadHandle(s)
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2. Client Writes Shares to All Servers
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PROTOCOL OPTIONS:
Storage Encryption: Data is kept private even if a subset of the

servers is Byzantine. The data may only be decrypted by an au-
thenticated client. Current options: none, Blowfish.

Secure Communication: Messages between the client and servers
are exchanged via secure channels. An eavesdropper cannot
decipher the messages. Current options: none, OpenSSL v3
(RSA/RC4).

Integrity Checks: Data is protected with integrity checks so that a
subset of servers or network channels cannot corrupt the data.
The quorum size for integrity checks may be larger than the num-
ber of hosts necessary to reconstruct the data (as in the LOCKSS
system). Current options: none, SHA-1 check vectors.

Replication/Encoding: Efficiently increase tolerance to data loss by
mirroring or using erasure codes. Current options: none (no
redundancy), mirroring, IDA-(2,256), IDA-(4,256).

End-to-End Reading Speed (on a Gigabit LAN)
Protocol Options IDA Code (M,N)

SSL Integrity Encrypt (1,*) (2,256) (4,256)
Links Check Shares MB/s MB/s MB/s

No No No 47.6 52.8 36.3
No Yes No 30.4 25.7 21.1
No No Yes 15.4 14.0 12.5
No Yes Yes 11.8 10.9 10.0
Yes No No 17.0 16.0 13.8
Yes Yes No 13.3 12.1 10.8
Yes No Yes 9.4 8.7 8.0
Yes Yes Yes 7.9 7.4 6.9

This table shows the effect of protocol options on read perfor-
mance. The (1,256)-IDA code is equivalent to mirroring. The
(2,256) and (4,256) codes require 2 and 4 correct hosts and
tolerate 1 and 3 Byzantine failures respectively. Throughput is
given as the average speed in MB/s for ten 100MB transfers. The
quorum size Q = M for the check vectors and share encryption.

Note that encrypting the shares (for privacy even when the
servers cannot be trusted) has the largest impact on perfor-
mance, followed by using SSL. Integrity checks and erasure cod-
ing is relatively fast.

http://www.eecs.harvard.edu/~ellard/DISP


